David B. Prather – Three Poems
Journal Entry: Entomology
Fireflies are sparse tonight, only two
or three in these vast hours, when
there should be enough to confound
the heavens. I’ve heard they are
dying off, and since I’m far from
the twilight of childhood, I must be
dying off, too. If I had named them,
I wouldn’t have used fire or lightning.
I would have called them starflies
or nova bugs. But perhaps that’s
too grand for something so brief.
Late spring was like watching the birth
of the universe take place in the yard,
in the trees. A few days ago, I read
about bombardier beetles. I love
how that sounds. Bombardier,
bombardier, bombardier, the violent
opening and closing of the lips,
the explosion of sound. It seems
preposterous an insect should
have a chemistry set inside its body,
spray a burning liquid toward whatever
it fears. How many years of evolution
does it take to make such a creature?
For instance, the assassin bug, a name
that makes me think of history,
politics, Macbeth, the way this insect
stabs its victim repeatedly. When was
the last time I read Macbeth?
I couldn’t say. I don’t remember
any mention of arthropods. The witches
around their bubbling cauldron rhyme
their prophecy, snake and newt,
bat and blind-worm. I like to imagine
the fields all around full of bug chatter,
casting spells, and rising, rising.
I conjure fireflies, living comets,
and me running out to catch them.

Journal Entry: 186,000 Miles Per Second
Running late again, I meant to be
elsewhere an hour ago, a lifetime ago.
I’m prone to exaggeration. I rush around,
misplace my keys, forget my wallet,
lock the door, then remember the one thing
I need most. I need the curtains over
The kitchen window to gap and let in
a sliver of morning. I need moonlight
in my bedroom to check my breathing,
to put its hand on my forehead, feel
for fever. I need the amber illumination
of streetlights to make me reconsider
what I’ve left undone. The world is a clock
running backwards. No wonder
I’m always speeding through town,
swerving in and out of traffic, an asteroid
careening through the solar system.
This is the fate of heavenly bodies,
a matter of constant motion, always
in a hurry, a tizzy, going full tilt
among the stars. I have no heavenly
traits. I’ve heard water drains counterclockwise in the southern hemisphere,
but my friends balk at the thought,
as though I made it up, as though I were
trying to bend light with my bare hands.
And I want to tell them, in a way, I can.
So can they. But no one thinks in terms
of photons, which have energy,
but no mass. If only I could move that fast,
I could be everywhere, omnipresent, except
in those places where whippoorwills sing.
For this, I will close my eyes. For this
I can count the hours as if they were stars.

Superhuman Kisses
I could kiss you upside down,
you standing in an alley at night,
the only light sneaking around
corners of abandoned buildings,
me hanging from a fire escape,
my feet lost somewhere
near the stars of Arachne.
Or I might take you
into my arms and leap into the sky,
fly above the city, tenements
and offices, warehouses and skyscrapers,
our lips fighting the pull of gravity,
our bodies flung free
from land and sea,
the universe ours for the taking.
How I would love to kiss you underwater,
swim with you into the depths of the ocean,
surrounded by all those peculiar creatures,
my mouth against yours,
giving you breath,
our eyes adjusted to darkness
as though we could survive forever
watching the heart of the earth
flow from fissures and fractures.
I could pull you close like a magnet,
our kiss a relentless attraction
beyond our control.
I could use electricity, a spark of desire,
our lips tingling with excitement,
our bodies coursing with a power
we never knew we could hold.
I could even move faster than the speed of light,
my kiss no more than a breeze as I pass,
touch your lips as though a ghost has visited
with a wistful affection.
As though I’d made a promise to return.
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